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About Dennis Hermanzo
Dennis Hermanzo is the pseudonym of a Danish mentalist and musician in his
late forties, who has been a mindreader for more than twenty-five years. For those
that have never heard of him previously, there is a very good reason.
Dennis, an international member of PSYCRETS – the British Society of Mystery
Entertainers under his stage name, made the decision early to not venture into the
magic fraternity. That is why, to date, he is not a member of any free online
magic forums. Nor is he a member of magic clubs because he doesn’t perform for
magicians.
Dennis, under another stage name, has performed on a regular basis in Denmark
for many years and for real audiences.
In 2016, Dennis enjoyed the successful release of his first book, Mentalism from
Copenhagen, which was published by Stevens Magic Emporium and with worldwide distribution. It was received with great enthusiasm from amateurs, as well
as professional mentalists!

Mentalized, also published by Stevens Magic Emporium in 2017, was his second

book in the art of mystery. It was met with even greater response from the
community.

A State of Mind. published by Stevens Magic Emporium in 2019, was his biggest

selling book to date and with great reviews.

The Mystery Man is his fourth book about the artform called mentalism…
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Mentalism from Copenhagen
(2016) - PUBLISHED BY STEVENS MAGIC EMPORIUM
This is a book several years in the making, and one we are very excited about at
Stevens Magic. The concepts are clear, concise, and easy to execute. In the end,
it is book that we are very proud to have bear the Stevens Publishing name and is
our first project of 2016. 19 effects in the book! (197 pages)
Clean, Crisp, Classic Mentalism – the type used by real workers who make their
livings and reputations due to the fact they know when you are on the front line,
you need sure-fire consistency.
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Mentalized
(2017) - PUBLISHED BY STEVENS MAGIC EMPORIUM
If you are a mentalist who loves fancy gimmicks – new groundbreaking principles
or sleights – this book is not for you! But, if you want a book for mentalists that
is practical and features audience-tested material, this is it!
MENTALIZED features 16 powerful routines all based on classical principles in
mentalism. No pipe dreams here! No expensive apparatus needed. All easy to
carry. Simple, but powerful effects. Everyday items used. Strong personal and
direct effects. This stuff will hit your audience hard!
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A State of Mind
(2018) - PUBLISHED BY STEVENS MAGIC EMPORIUM
A STATE OF MIND will teach you 19 powerful, direct, hard-hitting, and highimpact mentalism routines using classic props and everyday items. These routines
are meant for the working performing mentalist who needs to project powerful
impact on his audience!
All routines using classical principles with audience-tested routines from his own
repertoire! In other words, stuff that works in the “real world!
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